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In this paper we analyze theoretically the influence of the local-field effects on reflection spectra of a
degenerate four-wave mixing in a dense medium of two-level atoms. We discuss the spectral dependence of the
nonlinear absorption and dispersion of the signal and probe fields as well as their coupling for various strengths
of the external field and atomic densities. For weak external fields the local-field effects reduce to the well
known Lorentz redshift of the reflection spectra. When the external field saturates the transition in a dense
sample significant modifications of the probe reflectivity and of the wave mixing spectra occur, resulting in
asymmetric, multipeak line shapes.@S1050-2947~96!04807-X#

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Hw, 42.62.Fi

I. INTRODUCTION

Degenerate four-wave mixing~DFWM! has become a
very useful tool for numerous applications, such as, e.g.,
phase conjugation, Doppler-free spectroscopy@1#, and three-
dimensional~3D! diagnostics of flames@2,3#. One of the
fields where DFWM is particularly useful is plasma spectros-
copy. Derivation of reliable spectroscopic information from
plasmas is not an easy task because of the very complex
nature of the plasma samples, which contain many neutral
and charged particles excited to a large manifold of energy
states, are strongly perturbed by collisions and electrostatic
fields, and are spatially very inhomogenous. On the other
hand, determination of the local concentrations of a given
species excited to a given internal state is essential for
plasma diagnostics. This goal can be achieved with DFWM,
which yields signals that are related to the populations of the
lower states of the studied transitions, i.e., to the concentra-
tions of the ground and metastable states, necessary for
plasma diagnostics. DFWM is thus complementary to stan-
dard emission spectroscopy, which yields information on the
upper states. Moreover, DFWM in the so-called backward
geometry results in phase-conjugate signals. Such signals al-
low local, 3D mapping of a given species with a very good
signal-to-noise ratio@4,5#, which is very important in such
inhomogeneous and turbulent media as plasma discharges.

Standard theoretical approaches to DFWM usually as-
sume that the resonance medium is optically thin@1,6#. This
may not be true in atmospheric pressure plasmas, where the
density of metastable states can exceed 1014 cm23. One of
the most important consequences of high density of optical
media is the local-field effects that arise from the departure
of the local fields from the external ones. Such a difference is
theoretically described by the well-known Clausius-Mossoti
or Lorentz-Lorenz relations@7# derived for quasistationary
fields. This difference is also taken into account in the do-
main of nonlinear optical interactions by suitable correction
factors@8# which were verified experimentally for nonreso-
nant conditions and rather low densities@9#. On the other
hand, several theoretical calculations@10# have recently been
performed that predict very interesting behavior, such as an
enhancement of refractive index@11#, piezophotonic switch-

ing @12#, mirrorless optical bistability@13#, and others.
In this paper we wish to discuss the consequence of the

local-field effects on DFWM spectra. The local-field effects
in DFWM have already been analyzed in the forward geom-
etry @14,15#, however, as far as we are aware, no correspond-
ing treatment has been given for the backward geometry. It is
thus the purpose of this paper to analyze the phase-conjugate
DFWM spectra under such conditions where the local-field
effects are relevant.

Our analysis is performed within the standard classical
approach with undepleted pump fields, two-level atoms, and
with the slowly varying envelope approximation~SVEA!.
These rather strong assumptions considerably limit the appli-
cability of our model. We think, nevertheless, that despite its
simplicity the present study shows the most essential modi-
fications of the DFWM spectra in the backward geometry
due to the local-field effects. We neglect the effects of the
Doppler broadening and pressure-induced resonances and
concentrate mainly on the modifications which the local-field
effects cause in the spectral responses of saturable, resonant
media with respect to the case of optically thin samples, and
which are very important for plasma diagnostics.

II. CALCULATIONS

A. Atomic polarization

For calculation of the DFWM signal for a dense sample
we take the local field as given by the Lorentz-Lorenz equa-
tion:

Eloc5Eext1
1

3«0
P, ~1!

whereP is the macroscopic polarization of the sample and
Eext includes all external fields in the medium. Inserting
Eloc into the Bloch equations one can calculate density ma-
trix elements responsible for linear and nonlinear response.

We start from the Bloch equations with the driving local
field:

]n

]t
52~n2n0!G1 i ~V loc* p2V locp* !, ~2!
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]p

]t
52~ id1g!p1 inV loc/2, ~3!

wheren is the population difference;p is the atomic polar-
ization given by equationP5Nmp, N being atomic density
andm the dipole matrix element;V loc is the Rabi frequency
of the total field acting on a given atom;d5vL2v is the
detuning of the laser frequencyvL from the atomic reso-
nance atv; G andg are, respectively, the inverse longitudi-
nal and transverse relaxation times; andn0 is the initial
population difference caused by noncoherent pumping, such
as, e.g., atom-atom and atom-electron collisions.

Equations~2! and ~3! can be easily transformed to the
form

]n

]t
52~n2n0!G1 i ~V* p2Vp* !, ~4!

]p

]t
52@g1 i ~d2gKn!#1 inV/2, ~5!

whereV is the spatially dependent Rabi frequency arising
from theexternalfield andK5Nm2/(6«0\g) is the coeffi-
cient characterizing the influence of thelocal fields in the
medium.K is the dimensionless ratio of the Rabi frequency
of the additional field, arising from the polarization of the
other atoms in the medium, to the linewidth of the studied
transition, i.e., it plays the role of a saturation parameter
associated with the atomic field.

Steady-state solutions of such equations are

n5
n0~D211!

D2111S
, ~6!

p5
V

2g

~D1 i !n0
D2111S

, ~7!

whereD5d/g2Kn, andS is the spatially dependent satu-
ration coefficient defined asS5uVu2/Gg.

These calculations are valid for the local response to any
applied field in a dense medium of two-level atoms. In the
case of four-wave mixing the spatial dependence of the ap-
plied fields must be considered. In this paper we consider the
backward DFWM with twocounterpropagatingstrong pump
fields~with wave vectorskW1 andkW252kW1) and a weak probe
~wave vectorkW3) and signal~wave vectorkW452kW3) fields
propagating under a finite angle to the pump beams~Fig. 1!
and assume no pump depletion. This assumption allows per-
turbative treatment of the probe and signal contributions to

the whole polarization of the medium, i.e., taking the atomic
polarization as linear in these weak-field amplitudes:

p.@p#E3,4501F ]p

]VG
E3,450

m

\
~E3e

ikW3•r
W
1E4e

ikW4•r
W
!

1F ]p

]V* G
E3,450

m

\
~E3* e

2 ikW3•r
W
1E4* e

2 ikW4•r
W
!. ~8!

The coefficients in~8! are given as

]p

]V
5

n0
2gM2 @D~D211!1Kn0SD~11S2D2!#

1 i
n0

2gM2 @D21122Kn0SDD#, ~9!

]p

]V*
52

n0V
2

2g2M2G
@D1Kn0D~D2212S!#

2 i
n0V

2

2g2M2G
@122Kn0DD#, ~10!

where

M5D2111S, ~11!

D5
D211

~D2111S!212Kn0DS
. ~12!

SinceV and S are spatially dependent in the standing
pump field, atomic polarizationp is also spatially dependent
and has to be averaged over the standing-wave period when
calculating the field amplitudes. While such averaging is
quite straightforward in the standard case of a low-density
sample, it cannot be performed analytically when local-field
effects are important and has to be done numerically.

For very high densities and low saturation, an additional
difficulty arises, that the absorption becomes significant al-
ready on a scale ofl. The standing-wave light pattern and
the light-induced polarization and population gratings are
hence seriously deformed for smalld. It is important to re-
alize that even in such high-density cases, the DFWM sig-
nals can be, at least qualitatively, calculated along the above
lines. The direction of the reflected beam is still2kW3 , since
the phase-matching condition responsible for the phase-
conjugate response,kW45kW11kW22kW3 , is fulfilled on the level
of a single atom and, unlike its amplitude, does not depend
on the grating quality. Also, when averaging individual
atomic responses over the distorted standing wave, some in-
termediate value between zero and maximum field is ob-
tained, qualitatively not very much different from the low-
density case.

To get more insight into the local-field effects in DFWM
it is instructive to compare Eqs.~9! and~10! with the corre-
sponding coefficients for the case ofK50, i.e., without the
local-field corrections:

]p

]V
5

n0dn~dn
211!

2g~dn
2111S!2

1 i
n0~dn

211!

2g~dn
2111S!2

, ~13!
FIG. 1. Scheme of the backward DFWM experiment.
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]p

]V*
52

n0dnV
2

2g2~dn
2111S!2G

2 i
n0V

2

2g2~dn
2111S!2G

,

~14!

wheredn5d/g is the detuning normalized to the linewidth
of the studied transition. From this comparison of Eqs.~9!
and~10! with ~13! and~14! one can easily see that the local-

FIG. 2. Absorption (Rea, solid line! and dispersion (Ima, dashed line! coefficients calculated with local-field corrections for~a!
K50.2, ~b! K51, ~c! K52.
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field corrections add asymmetric dispersive line-shape con-
tributions to the symmetric absorptive curves and absorptive
admixtures to the dispersive line shapes. As will be shown in
the following section, such modifications can completely
change the wavelength dependence of the wave-coupling co-
efficients and the line shapes of the reflection spectra.

B. Wave propagation

We start with the wave equation in a dielectric, nonmag-
netic medium in the form

]2E

]z2
5m0«0

]2E

]t2
1m0

]2P

]z2
. ~15!

Exact solution of the backward DFWM problem with local-
field effects for an arbitrary thick medium is very difficult. In
this work, we take a simplified approach with the SVEA and
undepleted pump approximation~UPA!. Though these are
standard assumptions in most cases of nonlinear optics with-
out local-field effects, their applicability for a thick medium
is an open question. We make these assumptions bearing in
mind that the results obtained would be reliable only for very
short samples. Since the absorption depends ond andS like
(11dn

21S)22, the SVEA and UPA work satisfactorily also
for frequencies far from resonancedn@1 and strong satura-
tion. The coupled-wave equations for the amplitudes of the
probe and signal wavesE3 andE4 are then obtained in the
form

]E3

]z
5aE31xE4* , ~16!

2
]E4

]z
5aE41xE3* , ~17!

wherea is the complex coefficient referring to absorption of
a given wave, andx is the wave-coupling coefficient.

Extracting the parts of wave vectorskW3 ,kW4 from the total
atomic polarizationp we can easily calculate coefficientsa
andx :

a52 ia0

]p

]V
, ~18!

x52 ia0

]p

]V*
, ~19!

with a05Nm2vL /(«0\gc) being the linear absorption co-
efficient for the waves of frequencyvL .

Solving the coupled-wave equations~16! and~17! we can
obtain intensity reflection coefficientR5uE4 /E3uz50

2 :

R5
uxu2

uw coth~wL!2Reau2
, ~20!

with w5A(Rea)22uxu2.
Equation~20! shows thatR depends in a complex way on

a and x. Since, as discussed above, the local-field correc-
tions seriously modify the symmetry of the spectral depen-

FIG. 3. Coupling coefficients calculated with local-field corrections for~a! K50.2, ~b! K51, ~c! K52.
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dences of the real and imaginary parts ofa andx, they also
drastically affect the line shapes of the reflection spectra.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our calculations of the DFWM spectra were performed
by assuming very short interaction length,L'l, to make the
approximations more realistic. Such a limitation ofL could
be useful for 3D plasma diagnostics with high spatial reso-
lution. Values ofK were taken not bigger than 2 to avoid the
risk of obtaining more than one solution for the population
difference. The population difference is determined by a
third-order algebraic equation, hence for sufficiently bigK it
can have three real roots forn which makes then(S) depen-
dence undetermined. This causes the so-called intrinsic opti-
cal, or mirrorless, bistability@13#, which is beyond the scope
of this work.

The values of the relevant physical parameters used in the
present analysis are as follows:m510229 C m, N51022–
1023 m23, g5G/2523109 s21, L51026 m,
a0553(106–107! m21. By takingg5G/2 we assume pure
radiative relaxation. However, allowing another relation be-
tween g and G, such thatg.G/2, collisions can also be
easily accounted for. While absolute values of the DFWM
reflectivity depend on this relation, the effects of local fields
on the DFWM signals have the same character in the case of
collisional relaxation as in the case ofg5G/2, so we con-
sider only the case of radiative relaxation here.

We start with the discussion of the spectral dependence of
the nonlinear absorption and dispersion of the signal and
probe fields, reflected ina(d), as well as their coupling,
represented byx(d).

For very small values ofK, e.g.,K50.2, the line shapes
of a(d) andx(d) @Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!# do not differ much
from the shapes calculated without local-field corrections.
The real parts of both coefficients~solid lines! have absorp-
tive character and the imaginary parts~broken lines! are dis-
persivelike. It is worth noting that the widths ofa(d) and
x(d) have different saturation dependences in the range
S50.8–20; the width of Rea does not change much with the
saturation parameter, whereas the opposite is true for the
width of Rex; the width of Imx is comparable to the width
of Rex but in Ima two line-shape contributions could be
recognized for highS, one of which becomes much broader
than Rea.

For K51 @Figs. 2~b!, 3~b!#, the redshift ofa andx be-
comes noticeable. While the shift ofa is almost independent
of saturation, the shift ofx clearly decreases with increasing
S. In addition to the features seen already atK50.2, Rex
~Im x) loses its even~odd! symmetry.

For K52 @Figs. 2~c!, 3~c!#, the redshift ofa andx be-
comes significant and the line shapes of the two coefficients
undergo further deformations: for small saturation (S50.8)
they appear as nearly the same, 50:50 mixtures of the absorp-
tive and dispersive contributions, and for strong saturation
they acquire additional peaks. The appearance of these new
structures cannot be related to any particular singularity of
the spectral response ofa and/orx. This is due to different
saturation dependences of the absorptive and dispersive line-
shape coefficients given by Eqs.~13! and ~14!.

In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the calculated DFWM spectra, i.e.,

the R(d) plots, are displayed for various values ofK and
S. K is changed by changing the value ofN, so even the
spectra without local-field effects~dashed lines! differ for

FIG. 4. Comparison of the reflection coefficients calculated with
~dashed lines! and without~solid lines! local-field corrections for
~a! K51, ~b! K52 and various values ofS.
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different values ofK because the corresponding values of
a0 also differ ~spectra without local-field correction were
calculated by settingK50, but notN50).

For saturation belowS51, the effect of the local fields
appears as the Lorentz redshift of the DFWM line, its
slightly asymmetric shape, and a considerable increase of the
reflection coefficient@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. This increase can
be easily understood as due to the enhancement of the net
~local! field acting on atoms~not to be confused with the
local-field enhancement factor@8,9#!. For bigger external
fields,S.2, in addition to the redshift, single lines split into
two peaks that have equal amplitudes without local-field cor-
rections but become clearly asymmetrical when local-field
effects are relevant. Without local-field effects (K!1) the
splitting has been explained physically by Woerdman and
Schuurmans as the result of different saturation behavior of
absorptive and dispersive parts of the light-induced polariza-
tion @16#. A similar explanation could be given for the case
of K'1 when, as can be seen by comparison of Figs. 3 and
4, saturation changes the line shapes ofa(d) andx(d) in a
different way. Also appearance of the third peak in the re-
flection spectra withK52 andS520 @Fig. 2~b!# can be as-
sociated with the new structures seen in the corresponding
a(d) andx(d) dependences. It is interesting to notice in Fig.
2 that, similarly to the case without local-field effects
@16,17#, the values ofR calculated for givend increase with
the light intensity for smallS but drop down after reaching
some maximum. Close to this maximum, strong narrowing
of theR(d) spectra occurs which we attribute to the propa-
gation effects.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The backward resonant degenerate four-wave mixing is
particularly important because of its applications to atomic
and molecular spectroscopy and deserves detailed consider-
ation. Most previous experimental works on the backward
four-wave mixing were interpreted in terms of the Abrams
and Lind theory@6# applicable to an optically thin medium of
two-level atoms and not appropriate in the case of strong
lines and dense media. Our calculations implement the local-
field correction to the standard FWM equations and predict
serious modifications of the spectral characteristics of the

backward four-wave mixing signals due to local-field effects
in dense media. Since we also make SVEA and UPA, the
present treatment should be regarded as a guide or a standard
of comparison with more refined calculations and/or experi-
mental data. Despite our, rather strong, assumptions, we be-
lieve that the results obtained reconstruct, at least qualita-
tively, the most significant modifications of the DFWM
spectra due to the local-field effects. We show in this work
that local-field corrections could easily modify the values of
the reflection coefficients by more than 100% and that the
redshift can significantly change the reflection spectra. While
under usual experimental conditions parameterK seldom
reaches the values of the order of 1 and the local-field cor-
rections are not very big, large values ofK could be reached
under the following conditions.

~i! Typical transition with m510229 Cm, and
g523109 s21 in a very dense medium with the lower state
density of about 1023 m23. These conditions can be fulfilled
by some lines in a very hot, atmospheric pressure plasma.

~ii ! Very strong transition with a small width, e.g., the
helium 587.6 nm line (1s2p3P0-1s3d3D transition!, with
m510227 C m, andg.108 s21. For such a lineK 5 1 can
be reached already for the lower state density of about 1017

m23 which is feasible in a rf helium discharge@18#.
It is worth noting that although most optical spectroscopic

parameters, e.g., the optical thickness of the medium, derived
without local-field corrections depend on the productNL,
this is not true for the DFWM signals from the dense media,
even in the low-signal regime. Such DFWM signals with the
local-field contributions exhibit nonlinear dependence onN
and are not proportional toNL. This is due to the fact that
the local fields which affect the signals are themselves pro-
portional toN and do not depend onL. The notion of optical
thickness is hence meaningless when local-field effects are
significant.
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